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ABSTRACT
Water purification from radionuclides was investigated using an effective and lowcost adsorbent produced in high quantities from the fuel combustion in power stations
where mazote, coal and other fuels are extensively used. Fly ash’s particles were used to
investigate the removal of uranium-238 ions, in the concentration range of 27.9, 55.8,
111.6 Bq/l from ground water. In order to investigate the effect of various parameters
including pH, contact time, initial metal ion concentration, dose adsorbent and
temperatures, batch tests have been performed. The optimum contact time was 30
minutes and the appropriate pH was found to be 4.5. The temperature effects on kinetics
and equilibrium were closely investigated in fly ash pores. Endothermic findings and a
temperature rise resulted in an increase in the adsorption rate of uranium-238. Data was
applied at different temperatures (293, 303 and 313 K) with the isotherms Langmuir,
Freundlich and Dubinin – Radushkevich. The best way to explain the data was to find the
Langmuir Adsorption Model. Adsorption kinetics have been studied in pseudo-first,
pseudo-second order. A pseudo-second-order mechanism was the best in fitting the data.
Thermodynamic parameters; ΔH°, ΔG°, and ΔS° have been studied. SEM is used to
assess morphological changes in the fly ash surfaces following adsorption of uranium-238
ions.

INTRODUCTION
When drilling oil wells and ground water wells,
ground water comes out contaminated with naturally
occurring radioactive materials (NORM) such as
uranium, thorium, potassium and radium. The
contamination of water resources by natural radioactive
isotopes results from different concentrations of the
radioactive metal ions and this has caused a global
concern. Most of these radioactive metals have toxic and
carcinogenic properties, and they seriously threaten
human health and the aquatic environment when they
enter the water and food chain. Consequently, recent
studies have focused mainly on the exploration of new
absorbers having a high absorption rate, high adsorption
capacity, and high selectivity for adsorption of hazardous
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and radioactive metal ions [1]. Uranium is a radioactive
metal that occurs in nature and is widespread in the crust
of the earth. It is concentrated in certain layers of the
soil. Uranium is a cancerous agent and a renal poison
that has a harmful effect on the human body. Therefore,
when injecting radioactive metal ions into this
groundwater and before entering into the atmosphere,
these radioactive metal ions must be eliminated since
harmful radioactive metal ions can be introduced into the
food chain through groundwater. Also, water is
important for all biological and industrial processes, and
any change in the characteristics of water will harm the
environmental balance [2]. In this study, fly ash is used
as an effective adsorbent to remove radionuclides from
water rather than considering it as an industrial useless
absorber .
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2.1. Chemicals
A stock sample of water collected from crude oil
companies in Sueze governorate contains NORM. Fly
ash, collected from power stations (El-Zawia power
station), was used. Hydrochloric acid and sodium
hydroxide were used in adjusting the pH of the solutions.
2.2. Measurement and analysis
Dragon Digital magnetic stirrer MS-H-Pro with PT
1000 sensor; IKA ® KS4000i control were used in the
tests. The sensors were also used. Samples (100ml) of
underground water containing NORM were withdrawn
in the storage tank. The HPGe detector was used for
validation of the concentration stocks using the gammaray spectrometer. An HI2211 Ph/ORP meter HANNA
instruments pH-meter was used to adjust the pH of the
solutions.
2.3. Procedure
The batch techniques used due to the small size of
fly ash. Therefore, it has not affected the batch sample
taking at time intervals. These experiments were
performed by stirring fly ash and a 100 ml of
underground water containing uranium-238 as NORM.
Different pH values of the solution ranged from 2-9 were
studied to each solution to get the optimum pH for
solution. The pH was adjusted using hydrochloric acid
and sodium hydroxide. Experiments were carried out at
different temperatures 293,303 and 313K, and contact
times: 10, 20 and 30 min, the initial concentrations of
uranium-238 were 27.9, 55.8, 111.6 Bq/l and fly ash
dosage. A 100 ml of the aliquots were taken from the
reaction solution at different time intervals for analysis
[3]. The samples were taken at regular time intervals.
Then, they were analyzed using the gamma-ray
spectrometer based on high purity germanium (HPGe)
detector. The solution was filtered to separate the
precipitate materials from the solution. Fly ash carbon
before and after adsorption of uranium-238 ions, was
tested by the gamma-ray spectrometer based on high
purity germanium (HPGe) detector techniques. The
results were used to estimate the equilibrium adsorption
capacity qe (mg / g) as the difference between the initial
and final equilibrium qt (mg / g) of the metal
concertation and as the difference between the initial and
time changes (t) of the metal concentration [4]:
(

)

Also, the change in the % removal with time was
determined from this equation:
(3)
Where Co (mg / l) is the solution of the initial metal ion
concentration, Ce (mg / l) is the final concentration of
metal ions. Ct (mg / l) is the concentration of metal ions
in the solution after time (t), m is the weight of the fly
ash used (g) and V is the volume of the solution (l).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Factors affecting the reaction rate
3.1.1. Effect of pH
pH is an essential factor that causes aqueous solution
cation elimination. The dependence on pH is linked to
both the solution’s metal chemistry and the ionizing
conditions of the working sorbent groups which
influence the availability of binding locations. [5]. To
determine this parameter’s effect on cation adsorption,
equilibrium studies were carried out in the pH range
from 2.0 to 9.0. By adding the appropriate amount of
dilute NaOH or HCl solution the pH of the metal ions
solution was changed to different values. The initial
concentration of uranium-238 was 111.6 Bq/l and the
contact time for adsorption was kept at 30 min to
confirm the complete equilibrium [6].
Figure (1) shows the effect of the initial pH on the
adsorption process indicating that the adsorbed amount
of uranium-238 ions increases with increasing pH, and
the maximum adsorption potential for uranium-238 is
obtained at pH 4.5 due to the negative fly ash surface
charge at high pH values. However Figure (2) shows that
the efficiency of removal of uranium-238 improved by
increasing the pH from 2.0 to 4.5. A poor adsorption
occurs in a heavy acid medium, but a higher pH 4.5 can
be seen leading to a higher metal absorption [7]. Acid
conditions are not favorable since most of the component
functional groups are protonated leaving few ionized
groups available. This may explain the slow adsorption
in the acid medium due to rivalry between protons and
metal species. The highest pH absorption value can be
due to the presence of a free lone pair of electrons on
deprotonated oxygen atoms, which are ideal for
coordination with metal ions [8].

(1)
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A large number of sites was then eventually reached
for sorption activity and adsorption equilibrium.Figure(3)
presents a plot of adsorbed uranium metal ion (mg / g) as
opposed to the touch time (min) for various initial metal
ion concentrations (27.9, 55.8, 111.6 Bq / l) [11].
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Fig. (1): A relation between qe and pH for the adsorption of
uranium-238 onto fly ash carbon (The initial
concentration =100 mg/l, fly ash carbon dose =1.0 g,
shaking speed =600 rpm, T=303 K and time = 30
min).
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Fig. (3): The relationship between qt(mg/g) and time at a
different concentration of uranium ions on fly ash
carbon at 600 rpm, 293 k and 1.0 g of fly ash carbon
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Fig. (2): Effect of pH for on adsorption of uranium-238 onto fly
ash carbon (The initial concentration =111.6 Bq/l, fly
ash carbon dose =1.0 g, stirring speed =600 rpm,
T=293 K and time = 30 min)
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3.1.2. Effect of contact time
The use of fly ash adsorbents of the metal ions
measured is used to evaluate potential relation and
removal operation, and to guarantee an adequate time to
remove the target metal ions entirely. In 30 minutes,
metal ions were measured and the concentration was
determined for each sample. Results have been reported
and the time profile of uranium-238 ion adsorption has
been traced. The adsorbent separated the metal ions from
the solution after 30 min [9]. The optimal touch time for
uranium -238 adsorption was therefore deemed to be 30
minutes. Figure.(4)shows the removal of metal ions with
contact time. three different initial concentrations (27.9,
55.8, 111.6 Bq/l) on 1.0 g/l of fly ash carbon were used.
The adsorption efficiency was determined based on the
difference in metal concentration in the aqueous solution
before and after equilibrium adsorption had been
reached. Over time the release of metal ions increases
and reaches a limit of 30 minutes. It is evident that metal
ion removal can be obtained in two stages: one in which
the removal rate is very high [10].

Fig. (4): Effect of contact time for adsorption of uranium ions
onto fly ash carbon (the initial concentration = 111.6,
55.8, 27.9 Bq/l, fly ash carbon dose =1.0 g/l, pH = 4.5,
stirring speed =600 rpm, contact time = 30 min and
T= 293 K).

3.1.3. Effect of the dose adsorbent
Adsorbent dosage is a major parameter, because the
adsorbent has the potential for the initial adsorbent
concentration. The adsorption dependency of cations
uranium-238 on fly ash carbon under a specified range of
operating conditions was studied by varying its quantity
from 0.5,1.0, 2.0 g / l. Other parameters (pH, agitation
rate, temperature, initial concentration and contact time)
are preserved. [12]. Figure (6) shows that the amount of
uranium-238 ion reduction rose from 88.1% to 100% by
using fly ash carbon as the dose of adsorption as it rose
from 0.5,1.0, 2.0 g /l. Figure(5). It has been found that the
volume of the adsorbed uranium -238 ions decreases
with increasing in the dose of adsorbate at constant
initial concentration [13].
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Fig (6): The relation between % removal and time at different
doses of fly ash carbon at 600 rpm, 293 K and initial
concentration of 111.6 Bq/l of uranium-238 ions

3.1.4. Effect of initial uranium-238 ions concentration
The adsorption of metal ions was greatly affected by
the original concentration of metal ions in aqueous
solutions. The percentage of uranium-238 removal
decreased from 100 percent to 96.7 percent, with initial
ion concentrations rising from 27.9, 55.9 to 111.6 Bq / l.
The ratio of the original uranium- 238 concentration to
the available adsorption sites was low at the low metal
ions concentration, and therefore a complete adsorption
took place. At higher metal ion levels, however, the
adsorption locations available were decreased by the
level of uranium-238 in the solution, because there were
not enough active sites on fly ash carbon, and thus, the
percentage sorption of metal decreased. The sum of
metal ions, qe (mg/g), increased with increasing the
initial concentration as seen in Figure (7). [14].

Fig. (7): The relation between qe and initial concentration for
uranium-238.

3.1.5. The effect of temperatures
Temperature plays a crucial role in the adsorption
process because increasing the temperature reduces the
viscosity of the solution, which in turn raises the rate of
diffusion of adsorbate molecules over the surface
boundary layer of the adsorbent which resulting in
higher adsorption [15]. Temperature shifts can affect the
equilibrium of the adsorbent ability. Unit adsorption
tests were conducted at various temperatures of 293 K,
303 K and 313 K. The effect of temperature on the
adsorption capacity of fly ash carbon was studied at
constant initial concentration of 111.6 Bq/l and 600 rpm
for the uranium-238 ions, optimum pH values of 4.5 for
uranium ion 1.0g/l of fly ash carbon. It is clear from
Figure (8) that the degrees of adsorption increase as the
temperature rises and the extreme adsorption exceeds
313 K.. A higher temperature implies improved uranium238 ions mobility and reduction of retardants acting on
diffuse ions, which improves the sorbent capacities,
improves the chemical interaction between adsorbent
and the formation of active surface centers [16]. This rise
suggests an endothermic mechanism for adsorption [17].
The adsorption temperature sensitivity is related to
changes in different thermodynamic parameters. For
determining the essential thermodynamic properties
other than normal Gibbs free energy the adsorption
balance data obtained at different temperatures have
been used (ΔGo), standard enthalpy change (ΔHo) and
standard entropy change (ΔSo). The following equations
have been used to estimate these parameters:

(4)
(5)
(6)
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Fig. (8): The relation between qe and temperature at a constant
initial concentration of 111.6 Bq/l, 1.0 g/l dose of fly
ash carbon and 600 rpm
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Fig. (9): The relationship between qt and time at different
temperature, a constant initial concentration of 111.6
Bq/l, 1.0 g/l dose of fly ash carbon and 600 rpm for
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Where qe (mg / g) is the sum of uranium-238 ions
adsorbed on the fly ash material from the equilibrium
solution, Ce (mg / l) is the concentration of uranium-238
ions in the solution, R (J / mol. K) is the gas constant
8.314, T (K) is the absolute temperature, and Ke (l / g) is
the adsorption equilibrium constant. ΔHo and ΔSo were
obtained from the slope and intercept of the van't Hoff
plot of ln (Ke) versus 1 / T as seen in Figure (11) and the
values of ΔGo, ΔHo and ΔSo were listed in Table (1).
From the values reported in this experiment, it could be
observed that the Gibbs free uranium-238 adsorption
energy on fly ash carbon decreased with increasing
temperature and was negative at all temperatures
measured. In other words, the adsorption process
requires temperature. The negative value of ΔHo shows
that the adsorption procedure is exothermic in nature and
the negative Gibbs’ free energy (ΔGo) values confirm
that the adsorption process of uranium-238 ions requires
the temperature to rise. Due to the high adsorption rate
and the equilibrium time range, the metal ions are readily
adsorbed at high temperature [18]. The positive ΔSo
evidence indicates the improved randomness of the solid
/ liquid interface during the adsorption of uranium-238
ions, thereby allowing randomness in the device [19].
Figure (9) shows that the amount of adsorbed uranium238 ions grows as the temperature rises. The increase in
the adsorption of uranium-238 ions with temperature
may be due to the increased mobility of ions, which in
turn increases the number of ions that interacted on the
adsorbent surfaces with active sites. [20].The decrease in
the value of ΔG° with the increase of temperature shows
that the reaction is more spontaneous at a higher
temperature. Therefore, it may be inferred that the
ultimate adsorption mechanism of uranium-238 ions is
intra-particle diffusion [21].
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Fig. (10): The relationship between % removal and time at
different temperature, a constant initial concentration
of 111.6 Bq/l, 1.0 g/l dose of fly ash carbon and 600 rpm
for uranium-238
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111.6 Bq/l, 1.0 g/l dose of fly ash carbon and 600 rpm
for uranium-238

Table (1): Thermodynamic parameters of uranium-238 ions
onto fly ash carbon at a constant initial
concentration of 111.6 Bq/l
Thermodynamic parameters
Heavy metal

T

ΔGo

ΔHo

ΔSo

(K)

(kJ/mol)

(kJ/mol)

(J/mol.K)

Uranium-238
293

-2620.424

303

-4746.472

313

-5502.611

-3.44

11.03

3.2. Adsorption Kinetics
Kinetics can be a means to understand the metal
adsorption mechanisms and to evaluate the performance
of the adsorbents for metal removal. To choose the
optimum operating conditions for the full-scale batch
process,the kinetics of uranium-238 adsorption on fly ash
carbon is important which helps to predict the adsorption
rate, provide valuable information to design and model
the adsorption processes [22]. Laggren was thus used to
adsorb uranium-238 on fly ash carbon in pseudo firstorder, pseudo-second - order kinetic models [23].
Uranium238 removal by adsorption on fly ash carbon of
contact time with different concentrations (27.9, 55.8
and 111.6 Bq/l) are shown in Figures (3, 4). Fly ash
carbon exhibited a good adsorptive performance during
the first 30 min [24]. A strong kinetic association is the
explanation for the adsorption of metal ions during the
solid phase. Figures.(14, 15) demonstrate the linear
shape of the two ion sorption models at separate initial
stages on fly ash material. Section 1.2 displays the
theoretical conditions. Through comparing the R2 values,
the validity of individual models is tested. As shown in
Table (2), the uranium-238 adsorption in the resin is
ideally suited for the second- pseudo order model. The
pseudo second-order model is used for all concentrates,
and the measured adsorption potential for balance is
identical to the experimental results (R2 > 0.998) large
coefficients of correlation are reaches. For reversible
reactions, with equilibrium between the liquid and solid
phases [25], the first-order kinetic mechanism was used.
The pseudo-secondary kinetic model on the other hand
assumes that chemical adsorption may be the ratelimiting step. In this case, uranium-238 adsorption

behavior requires the regulation of the intra-particle
diffusion rate of adsorption [26].
3.2.1. The pseudo-first-order kinetic model
The pseudo-first - order model of Lagergren is the
earliest known equation to define the adsorption rate
based on adsorption capacity [26] :
(

)

( )

(8)

Where qe (mg / g) and qt (mg / g) are the values of the
volume adsorbed per unit mass at equilibrium and at
some time, t (min) is time, k1 (min−1) is the pseudo-first
order adsorption rate coefficient. The slope and intercept
of a linear plot from ln(qe−qt) vs. t can be used to obtain
values from k1 and qe, listed in Figure(16, 17) and Table
(2). To fit the experimental data into the equation, it is
necessary to know the value of qe (8). A comparison of
test values of the qe values and the values derived from
the plots of ln (qe−qt) vs. t [28] is the basis for a real test
on the validity of the equation. The correlation
coefficients for the kinetic model are low and the
difference of the adsorption capacity of equilibrium (qe)
was observed between the experimental and the
calculated data, indicating that the first-order adsorption
of the experimental data is not suitable.
3.2.2. The pseudo-second-order kinetic model
Further analysis of the kinetic information with Ho
was carried out by Mackay [29] is assumed to be a
pseudo-second - order adsorption. In linear form, the
following can be written:
(9)
In k2, the pseudo second-order adsorption rate (mg
g min-1) is constant. The t / qt relative to t Estimates.
(18, 19) should be a linear equation from which the slope
and intercept plot (qe=1 / slope, k2= (slope)2 / intercept)
can be calculated. (18, 19).
-1

A linear plot will analyze the implementation of the
above two models which are seen in Figure (13). The R2
correlation coefficient from these plots was determined
in order to measure the applicability of each model.
Table (2) shows the kinetic rate constants from pseudokinetic first and second order simulations. For the
pseudo-second - order adsorption model, the correlation
coefficient R2 values are relatively high (> 0.9979), and
the measured adsorption potential of the model is very
similar to those defined by experiments. However, R2
values are not sufficient in the pseudo-first order. The
pseudo-secondary adsorption model was therefore more
Arab J. Nucl. Sci. Appl., Vol. 54, 2, (2021)
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fitting to explain the kinetic adsorption of uranium-238 in
fly ash carbon [30].
In general, the adsorption reaction is understood to
take the following steps:

ln (qe-qt)

1. Moving of adsorbate from the bulk solution to
the adsorbent surface, which is generally
referred to as diffusion. Migration of adsorbate
into pores.
2. Interaction of the adsorbate with accessible
locations on the inside surface of the pores [31].
 The literature indicates that the rate-setting stage
for the uranium- 238 ion adsorption depends on
the interaction of adsorbate with available sites
on the interior surface of pores of the
adsorbents.
 Uranium-238 ion transport through fly ash
carbon pores [31].
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Fig. (12): Pseudo-first orders kinetic fit for the adsorption of
uranium-238 metal ions onto fly ash carbon at different
initial concentration, 1.0 g fly ash carbon dose, 600
rpm, and 303 K.
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3.3. Equilibrium adsorption study
It is important to explain how solutes interact with
the sorbent adsorption isotherm. To plan and optimise
adsorption processes, the creation of an effective
isothermal model for adsorption is important. Several
isothermic models for the evaluation of balance
adsorption of compounds from solutions such as
Langmuir, Freundlich, Redlich – Peterson, Dubinin –
Radushkevich, Sips, and Temkin have been developed
[32]. Since Langmuir, Freundlich and Dubin –
Radushkevich equations are the most common models in
the examination of the adsorption isotherm, the
experimental results of these two models were matched.
The adsorption of balanced isotherms is important for
the determination of metal ions adsorbing capacity
uranium -238 and for diagnosing the nature of the fly
ash carbon [33].
3.3.1. Langmuir model
The theoretical Langmuir sorption isotherm [34]
applies to the adsorption of a liquid solvent on a surface
containing a limited number of identical sites. The
solution is monolayer adsorption. The model is based on
a few essential assumptions: 1. the sorption is performed
at a specific, homogenous site inside the adsorbent; 2.
the site is occupied by uranium-238; 3) the adsorbent has
a finite adsorbent capacity (equilibrium). Langmuir
isotherm model assumes uniform energies of adsorption
onto the surface without transmigration of adsorbate in
the plane of the surface. Thus, for the estimation of the
maximum adsorption capacity that corresponds to a full
monolayer cover on the sorbent surface, the Langmuir
isotherm model was chosen. In a linear shape, the
Langmuir isotherm model is shown [34]
(10)
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6
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R² = 0.9999
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Fig. (13): Pseudo-second orders kinetic fit for the adsorption of
uranium-238ion onto fly ash carbon at different initial
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When qe is the adsorbent equilibrium metal ion
concentration (mg / g), q max is the adsorbent's
monolayer adsorbent saturation power, while b is a
constant of Langmuir. Figure14 displays linear C e / qe
versus loops. It was used by means of a linear regression
equation to determine the parameters of the Langmuir
Isotherm. The value of the Langmuir constant was
estimated and listed in Table (3) from this regression
equation and linear map. The b and q max are reached
respectively from the pitch and the detection of the plots.
The exceptionally successful implementation of the
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Langmuir model to these adsorptions is shown by strong
R2 values for metal ions.
Table (2): Kinetic models and other parameters for adsorption of uranium-238 onto fly ash carbon at a different initial
concentration of metal ions, 1.0 g dose, 600 rpm, 293 k
Concentration of uranium-238
Kinetic models

parameters

Pseudo-first order
equation

Pseudo-second order
equation

111.6 (Bq/l)

55.80 (Bq/l)

27.90 (Bq/l)

qe(Exp) (mg/g)

10.79

5.58

2.79

qe (calc.)(mg/g)
k1(min-1)
R2

1.0269
0.0053
0.0012

-2.3626
0.0886
0.75

0.0
0.0
0.0

qe (calc.) (mg/g)
k2(g/mg.min)
k2qe2(mg/g.min)
k2qe2
t0.5
R2

11.299
6.772

5.668
0.4143

2.270
2.14*10E14

0.9996

0.9999

1.0

values for uranium-238 ions adsorption ranged from 0.09
to 0.2 Therefore, the adsorption process is favorable
[35].

b
1.4
y = 0.0879x + 0.0708
R² = 0.984

1.2

3.3.2. Freundlich model
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0
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Fig. (14):

The linear Langmuir adsorption isotherm for
uranium-238 ions with fly ash carbon at 293 K

In terms of a dimensionless constant separation
factor (RL), the basic characteristics of the Langmuir
isotherm can be expressed as:
(11)
Where Co is the initial concentration of the metal ion.
The values of RL indicate the type of isotherm to be
either unfavorable (RL > 1), linear (RL = 1), favorable (0
< RL < 1) or irreversible (RL = 0). From this study the RL

The Freundlich Isotherm Model defines the sorption
mechanism as the oldest known interaction [36]. The
model also indicates that as sorbent energy is finished in
the sorption centers of an adsorbent, sorption energy
decreases exponentially on heterogeneous surface with
the interactions between adsorbed molecules and the
application of the Freundlich equation. This isotherm is
an analytical equation used to classify heterogeneous
structures in the linear form.
(12)
Where KF and 1 / n denote adsorption capability and
strength respectively as the friendly constant. Figure(15)
displays log qe a linear plot against log Ce and slope
and intercept constants 1 / n and KF were respectively
determined and listed in Table (3). The value of 1 / n,
being less than 1, indicates a strong adsorption and
reinforcement of the adsorbent's heterogeneity. It also
reveals that there is a close correlation between heavy
metal ions and fly ash [37].
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from infinity into the solution to the solid surface and
can be calculated using the relation:

b
1.2

E = 1 / (2 kad)1/2

y = 0.4749x + 0.5322
R² = 0.8853

1

It provides details on the mechanism for adsorption
as the chemical ion exchange or actual adsorption. The
magnitude of E ranges from 8 to 16 kJ / Mol, while the
chemical ion-exchange adsorption process follows the
physical nature of the adsorption process for values of E
< 8 kJ / Mol. For uranium-238 the adsorption of the free
average energy numerical value is 100 kJ / mol leads to a
physical process [39].

log qe

0.8
0.6

U 238

0.4
0.2
0
0
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0.8

1

(14)

1.2

log ce

Finally, with the R2 values compared in Table (3),
all the isothermic models are applicable.

Fig. (15): The linear Freundlich adsorption isotherm for
uranium-238 ions with fly ash carbon at 303 K

3.3.3. Dubinin–Radushkevich (D-R) isotherm model

2.5
y = 3E-08x + 1.6927
R² = 0.0014

A semi-empirical equation, where adsorption
follows a pore filling mechanism, is the D – R Isotherm.
It implies that the multi-layered adsorption is true with a
Van der Waals power and for physical adsorption [38].
The linear shape of the D – R model is as follows:

2

ln qe

1.5

1

U 238

(13)
0.5

Where qs is the theoretical isothermic saturation power
(mg / g), Kad is the D-R isotherm constant (mol2 / J2) and
π is the Polanyi potential which is analogous to RT ln
(1 + 1 / Ce), where R (J / mol).

0
0

500000

1000000

1500000

Ԑ2

Figure(16) shows a linear relation between ln qe
versus ε2. The plot is divided into the Kad [mol2/ J2] and
the intercept provides the power of sorption qs alternate
with (mg / g) [Table (3)]. The constant K Unexpected
gives an idea of the mean free energy E (kJ / mol) for
adsorption per adsorbent molecule when it is transferred

Fig. (16): The Dubinin–Radushkevich (D-R) adsorption isotherm
for uranium-238 ions with fly ash carbon at 293 K

Table (3): Adsorption isotherm constants for the adsorption of Uranium-238 onto fly ash carbon at 293 K

Uranium-238

Cₒ
(Bq/l)

Langmuir
qmax
(mg/g)

b
(dm3/mg)

Freundlish
R2

111.6
55.80
27.90

RL

1/n

Kf

Dubinin-Radushkevich
R2

0.0879

0.984

0.1693 0.4749
0.2896

Ka
d

E
(kJ/mol)

R2

185.9

0.0925
0.0708

ԑ

0.5322

0.8853

1143.1

0.0

2x10-8

100

0.0049
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a

b

Fig. (17): The SEM micrographs indicated macropores in the fly ash carbon

3.4 Scanning electron micrograph (SEM)
SEM is widely used in the investigation of
morphological properties of adsorbent materials and
surface characteristics. A micrograph [40] shown in
Figure (17) was provided with the morphological
analysis of three types of fly ash carbon particles through
electron microscopy scanning. SEM micrographs show
that macropores contain large surfaces of carbon fly ash
(Figure 17a) make for high performance heavy metals
adsorbent. SEM is used in the present study to test
morphologically transformed surfaces of fly ash carbon
after uranium-238 ions have been adsorbed.
The SEM micrographs (Figure 17) of the fly ash
carbon before and after the adsorption of uranium-238 ions
with more curved lines, pores, and holes arrangement
demonstrated distinct roughness. Figure(17 b) shows that
major improvements have taken place in the surface
morphology of fly ash carbon in the uranium-238 ion
adsorption. Figure (17 b) suggests that interlayer spaces
which collapse, resulted in a tighter bonding structure,
giving close-packed flakes.
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